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ABSTRACT

Amid the landscape of Cloud Computing (CC), the Cloud Datacenter (DC) stands as a conglomerate of physical
servers, whose performance can be hindered by bottlenecks within the realm of proliferating CC services. A
linchpin in CC’s performance, the Cloud Service Broker (CSB), orchestrates DC selection. Failure to adroitly
route user requests with suitable DCs transforms the CSB into a bottleneck, endangering service quality. To tackle
this, deploying an efficient CSB policy becomes imperative, optimizing DC selection to meet stringent Quality-
of-Service (QoS) demands. Amidst numerous CSB policies, their implementation grapples with challenges like
costs and availability. This article undertakes a holistic review of diverse CSB policies, concurrently surveying the
predicaments confronted by current policies. The foremost objective is to pinpoint research gaps and remedies
to invigorate future policy development. Additionally, it extensively clarifies various DC selection methodologies
employed in CC, enriching practitioners and researchers alike. Employing synthetic analysis, the article systemati-
cally assesses and compares myriad DC selection techniques. These analytical insights equip decision-makers with
a pragmatic framework to discern the apt technique for their needs. In summation, this discourse resoundingly
underscores the paramount importance of adept CSB policies in DC selection, highlighting the imperative role of
efficient CSB policies in optimizing CC performance. By emphasizing the significance of these policies and their
modeling implications, the article contributes to both the general modeling discourse and its practical applications
in the CC domain.
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1 Introduction

CC has gained significant popularity as a technology that enables users to conveniently access
a shared pool of computing resources. These resources, which include networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services, are configurable and available on a pay-per-usage basis. The National
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Institute of Standards and Technology provides a definition for CC, describing it as a model that
facilitates on-demand access to diverse computing resources. With CC, these resources can be quickly
allocated and released with minimal need for management involvement or direct interaction with the
service provider [1]. The concept of CC was first introduced in 1997 by Dr. Chellapa at Texas University
and has evolved through various stages, including grid computing, utility computing, application
service provider, and Software as a Service (SaaS) [2]. As depicted in Fig. 1, The architecture of
cloud computing encompasses the structural framework and components necessary for delivering
on-demand computing resources via the internet. It involves a diverse set of hardware and software
elements that collaborate to offer scalable and flexible services to users. This architecture comprises
layers such as infrastructure, platform, and software, supported by virtualization and networking tech-
nologies. A comprehensive understanding of cloud computing architecture empowers organizations
to leverage cloud services efficiently, enabling them to take advantage of cost-efficiency, scalability,
and accessibility in their computing operations.

Figure 1: Architecture of CC

CC encompasses three primary service models, as depicted in Fig. 2. These models include
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS), and Platform as a Service (PaaS) [3,4].
IaaS grants client’s access to robust and up-to-date computer infrastructures via the internet [5]. SaaS
refers to internet-based software provision, allowing users to select web-based applications without
purchasing the complete software package. On the other hand, PaaS provides users with a platform to
develop and operate services without the burden of maintaining the infrastructure typically associated
with launching an application [6]. CC is specifically designed for remotely managed and scalable
IT resources, employing decentralized IT resources and virtualization technology [7]. The services
provided through CC can be intricate and may involve service level agreements (SLAs) to ensure system
functionality. Nonetheless, SLAs can be breached due to dynamic attributes, hardware and software
malfunctions, and workloads. Challenges may arise during SLA negotiations and service performance,
leading to inefficient resource utilization, service execution delays, and subpar performance [8,9].

It is extremely important to efficiently utilize CC’s available resources. One such resource is DC,
which is selected by a CSB. The CSB manages the routing between the DC and the user in the CC
environment. Essentially, a CSB executes a DC selection policy [10]. Online services offered by CC
providers are accessed through web browsers, while the applications and required data are stored
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on storage area network devices. Hundreds of DCs host different servers and applications used by
users of the cloud [4,7]. There are various DCs and CC resources available for use by users, who are
primarily concerned with how to use these resources, services, and applications to meet their needs
rather than the actual location or maintenance of the DCs and resources [11,12]. With CC, applications
are run on servers hosted in DCs rather than on the local laptop or desktop computer, which may
reduce the need for large processing power and storage on personal devices [13]. A DC is a centralized
container that includes both virtual and physical resources for managing, storing, and distributing
data and information organized around a particular subject or business [1,14–18]. For example, the
National Climatic DC is a well-known DC [19] that stores the world’s largest archive of weather
information. Private DCs may be located within institutional or specialized facilities. As shown in
Fig. 3, CC revolutionizes the access and utilization of computing resources by offering a variety of
features. These features include efficient resource allocation, on-demand self-service, high availability,
pay-as-you-go pricing, robust security measures, and economical benefits. Through cloud computing,
users have the flexibility to allocate and manage resources according to their specific requirements,
ensuring optimal utilization and cost-effectiveness. The on-demand self-service capability allows
users to quickly provision and scale resources without human intervention. Cloud services prioritize
availability, ensuring that resources are consistently accessible and reliable. The pay-as-you-go pricing
model enables users to pay only for the resources they consume, offering flexibility and cost savings.
Security is a top priority for cloud providers, who implement robust measures to safeguard data and
systems.

Figure 2: Models of CC

The main architecture of a DC consists of a Load Balancer (LB), Physical Machines (PMs), and
Virtual Machines (VMs), as shown in Fig. 4. When a user requests a specific service, the CSB policy
is responsible for selecting the best DC to provide the service efficiently. The DC includes several
PMs, each of which hosts several VMs. A Load Balancing Server (LBS) is used to route incoming user
requests to the appropriate PMs [10,20]. When a user request is received, it is placed in a queue waiting
until a VM becomes available to process the request. If the global queue is full, the user request may
be dropped immediately. Before being selected, the VMs must be provisioned and the LBS must be
informed of the available resources. The LBS then routes the user request to the appropriate VM [20].
Once the user request is routed to the desired service, the corresponding subtasks are sent directly from
the queue to the appropriate VM [21]. This architecture is widely used in CC research (e.g., [21,22]).
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The LBS has a different function from that of a CSB. While the CSB is responsible for selecting the
appropriate DC to provide the service to a specific user request, the LBS is responsible for selecting
the most appropriate VM to process the request efficiently. In other words, the CSB policy has a wider
scope than the LBS.

Figure 3: Features of CC

Figure 4: Architecture of the cloud’s DC

For instance, as depicted in Fig. 5, the geographical distribution of Amazon’s cloud data centers
has transformed the global delivery of cloud services. By strategically dispersing their data centers
across different locations, Amazon ensures that their customers benefit from fast access, increased
reliability, and enhanced performance. This distribution enables businesses and individuals to effec-
tively utilize Amazon’s cloud services from multiple regions, facilitating efficient storage, processing,
and distribution of data. With a worldwide presence, Amazon’s geo-distributed cloud data centers
offer seamless scalability, robust disaster recovery capabilities, and compliance with data sovereignty
regulations. This expansion of infrastructure has positioned Amazon as a leading provider in the cloud
computing industry, catering to the diverse requirements of customers worldwide [23].
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Figure 5: Ge-distribution of cloud DC of Amazon

To ensure high levels of QoS, efficient resource utilization, and high performance at minimal cost
for CC services, it is important to select the optimal DC among the available DCs [24]. Online services
often use mapping nodes to identify the IP addresses that belong to users and manage DC selection.
Alternatively, the process of DC selection can be outsourced to third parties [25,26], or cloud service
providers (CSPs) [27]. While many previous works have attempted to propose new or enhanced CSB
policies for efficient DC selection, they still face various challenges [24,27,28]. Therefore, the main
objectives of this research are to:

• Investigate existing CSB policies for DC selection.

• Propose a new classification taxonomy for CSB policies.

• Clarify the strengths and weaknesses of CSB policies in each category.

• Outline areas for future research to improve CSB policies.

1.1 Background of Cloud Data Center, Isolation and Virtualization
This section provides an introduction to cloud computing and virtualized data centers. Cloud

refers to an internet-based IT infrastructure where data processing and storage services are performed
at the data center level. This entails a shift from local computer-based IT operations to distributed
installations managed by third-party IT services. The cloud industry is experiencing significant growth,
with the establishment of large-scale data centers that can accommodate over a million servers to meet
increasing customer demands. Cloud architecture relies on consolidated or geographically dispersed
data centers, each consisting of servers organized into racks. Virtualization techniques are employed
to partition a server into virtual components such as VMs and/or containers.

Virtualization is a key technology that has played a significant role in the development of cloud
computing. It enables resource sharing within cloud systems, allowing multiple applications to run on
different platforms. This technology offers the capability to divide hardware resources by emulating
either partial or complete machines, resulting in the creation of isolated execution environments.
In contrast, traditional architectures support only one natively installed operating system on each
physical machine to ensure stability and consistency [29]. Native environments generally offer faster
performance compared to virtualized ones [30]. In a virtualized environment, CPU utilization can
see an increase of 40% to 60% [31]. However, resource allocation in virtualized environments tends
to align more closely with the actual needs of specific tasks, unlike traditional architectures where an
entire host is dedicated to running the same tasks [29].

Within the realm of cloud computing, there are various forms and levels of virtualization, such
as network virtualization, storage virtualization, and more. For our focus here, we concentrate on
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hardware and operating system level virtualization. As illustrated in Fig. 6, this domain encompasses
two primary types of virtualizations: VM-based virtualization and container-based virtualization:

1. VM-based virtualization: VMs are crucial components within the cloud infrastructure [29].
They are virtual representations of computer devices created using specialized software and
have the ability to run applications. VM-based virtualization is the predominant method used
in cloud environments, where physical resources are allocated virtually at the hardware level
through a hypervisor [32]. A hypervisor, also known as a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM),
facilitates the sharing of a single physical machine by multiple operating systems through the
creation and management of virtual machines. Acting as a management layer, the hypervisor
oversees all instantiated VMs, each running an independent operating system [33]. There are
two primary types of hypervisors: type 1 and type 2. The first type, known as a “bare metal” or
native hypervisor, runs directly on the underlying hardware. The second type, called a hosted
hypervisor, operates as a software layer within another operating system. Above the hardware,
there is a guest operating system. Compared to type 2 hypervisors, bare metal hypervisors offer
better performance since they eliminate the need for an additional software layer between the
host hardware and VMs [28]. Type 1 hypervisors are generally considered more secure and
efficient in terms of resource usage but require specific configurations on the host machine to
be utilized [28]. Well-known hypervisors like VMware ESX, KVM, Xen, and Hyper-V belong
to the bare metal category [34].

2. Container-based virtualization: We now turn our attention to lightweight operating system
level virtualization, which revolves around container technology. Containers are a notable
innovation in the realm of cloud computing [35]. They package self-contained segments of
applications, along with their dependencies, making them ready for deployment [36]. Within
this containerized environment, a container engine oversees multiple isolated user spaces or
container instances [30] that coexist on the same machine, sharing the underlying operating
system kernel, including the root file system, libraries, and common files [37]. This approach
eliminates the need for duplicating code and brings forth several advantages. Containerization
has gained significant popularity among providers, leading to the availability of container
services from various providers such as Google Container Engine, Docker Datacenter, and
Amazon Elastic Container Service (ECS). The emergence of containers has also introduced a
new cloud service model called Container-as-a-Service (CaaS), which enables applications to
break free from dependencies on PaaS and promotes independence [33]. Prominent providers
offering CaaS include Google and Amazon [38]. Containers can either host an entire applica-
tion or execute individual components of a distributed application within separate containers,
which are then deployed on physical machines (PMs). Docker, the most widely used container
implementation, is an open-source management tool that automates application deployment
[39]. An alternative container technology called Rocket is also gaining traction as a secure,
interoperable, and open container solution, competing with Docker [34].

3. Isolation and performance discussion: Both VM-based and container-based virtualization
methods provide isolation, establishing separate spaces within the machine. While a hypervisor
introduces an extra layer of virtualization, containers offer isolated environments at the
operating system level. Containers achieve efficient resource usage and lightweight operation
by isolating and managing processes at the core level of the operating system. This isolation
is accomplished through the use of Namespaces in the Linux operating system, with Linux
control groups (CGroups) assisting in resource management, such as memory, CPU, and block
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I/O [34]. However, attaining the same level of isolation as VMs proves more challenging with
containers.

Figure 6: Virtualization architecture

Multiple studies [29–31,37–39] have conducted comparisons between the performance of VM-
based and container-based virtualization methods using various metrics. For instance, in a study by
[40], it is demonstrated that Docker containers outperform VMs across multiple metrics, including
throughput and average response time. Another study [30] compared Docker containers with KVM
virtual machines, conducting comprehensive experiments on memory, CPU, and I/O performance.
The experiments encompass different parameters such as the number of VMs and containers running
on machines, file copying, and web server configuration. The results indicate that Docker exhibits
superior resource efficiency and faster performance compared to KVM, even on identical hardware
[30]. While the CPU usage difference is not significant, KVM consumes additional memory resources,
leading to a 3.6 to 4.6 times difference in memory usage for the operating system alone, even
without active operations [30]. A comparison conducted in [27] between traditional architecture,
virtualization, containerization, and containerization through virtualization within the context of
game-based interactive simulation applications. The findings, summarized in Fig. 7, highlight some
important points. As we move higher up the virtualization stack (the narrower right side in Fig. 7),
there is an observed uptick in CPU and memory usage. This can be attributed to the necessary overhead
required for supporting each technique and accommodating additional operating systems [29].

The primary goal of DC consolidation is to optimize resource utilization and reduce active
components by strategically placing or migrating objects, enhancing energy efficiency and resource
utilization in cloud infrastructures. Applications requiring computing resources, like memory and
CPU, are allocated to VMs or containers, which are then placed on VMs, or PMs based on the
underlying virtualization technology, with similar strategies employed for data storage placement [41].
During migration, object placement is adjusted to enhance DC configuration. Cloud DC consoli-
dation maximizes idle resource usage through object organization, encompassing VMs, containers,
software, or data. Consolidation can occur at various levels, such as VM, container, software, or data,
aiming to optimize resource utilization, application response time, and overall placement performance
while reducing costs and power consumption [42–47]. Hybridizations of consolidation scenarios, like
container and VM consolidation, further enhance these objectives [38,47]. Fig. 8 shows examples of
consolidation.
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Figure 7: Main advantages of each virtualization architecture

Figure 8: Examples of consolidation

As summarized in Fig. 9, consolidation in cloud data centers is an important practice that aims to
optimize resource utilization, improve energy efficiency, and enhance system performance. It involves
grouping and organizing various elements such as VMs, containers, software, and data within the
data center [46]. There are several reasons for consolidation, including power management, load
balancing, and fault tolerance. Power management focuses on minimizing energy consumption, while
load balancing ensures even distribution of workloads for efficient resource usage. Fault tolerance
aims to enhance system resilience and the ability to handle failures.

Communication optimization is another key aspect of consolidation, where the goal is to manage
and reduce communication costs within the data center. By consolidating resources, communication
overhead can be minimized, leading to improved efficiency and cost savings. Consolidation also helps
in streamlining maintenance processes within the system, making it easier to manage and maintain
resources. In addition to these reasons, consolidation in cloud data centers addresses various needs
such as performance improvement, scalability, efficiency, reliability, and availability. These needs drive
the consolidation process and contribute to enhancing the quality of service and resource utilization
in the data center. Fig. 10 summarizes the main requirements for consolidation.
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Figure 9: Main reasons for consolidation

Figure 10: Requirements for consolidation

Consolidation in cloud environments brings benefits for both clients and providers, as it enables
low prices, optimized quality of service, and profitability (See Fig. 11). Cloud providers aim to
configure resources effectively to meet client requirements while ensuring DC utilization and VM
performance. SaaS and PaaS providers minimize costs by reducing the number of VMs and may lease
VM instances during peak demand to maximize profit [45–48]. Consolidation allows providers to
balance financial objectives and customer satisfaction by optimizing resource utilization and reducing
expenses.

1.2 The Need for a CSB Policy
As previously discussed, the CSB policy plays a crucial role in efficiently handling user requests

by selecting suitable DCs. Its objective is to ensure uninterrupted processing of user requests by
distributing service instances across relevant DCs in the event of a failure in any specific DC. In essence,
the CSB directs user requests to the most suitable DC situated in various regions worldwide [12]. Once
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the ideal DC is determined for a user’s request, a specific VM is chosen by the load balancer within the
selected DC to execute the request [49]. The response is then redirected back to the user, who is seeking
a service with high QoS. User satisfaction is determined by the provided QoS which depends on the
selected DC and its ability to provide services efficiently and effectively. Therefore, proper DC selection
enhances the scalability and efficiency of cloud services, enabling priority for users’ requests that
require immediate execution over other demands, facilitated by appropriate scheduling algorithms.
Other objectives of an efficient CSB policy include minimizing energy consumption, maximizing profit
for CSPs, and meeting QoS requirements. CloudSwitch [50] and RightScale [51] are well-known CSBs
that were established to offer Amazon EC2 and management platform services, respectively. More
recently, Dell and VMWare have partnered to offer a brokerage infrastructure for cloud services [52].

Figure 11: Main benefits of consolidation service from CSP perspectives

In a broad sense, the Cloud environment involves four essential actors that interact with each
other in various ways to fulfill the primary objective of Cloud Computing. These actors are depicted
in Fig. 12. The first actor is the cloud user, who possesses the capability to access and utilize services
provided by a CSP. The second actor is the CSP, an organization that owns and offers services to
interested users. Acting as an intermediary, the third actor is the CSB, responsible for managing the
interactive relationship between the cloud user and the CSP. The CSB can either extend or directly
provide services from the CSP to the user. Finally, the Cloud carrier serves as another intermediary
actor tasked with transporting Cloud Computing services from CSPs to cloud users. This can be
achieved through the involvement of a CSB or by directly connecting to the user via a network
connection. Although the roles of the CSB and Cloud carrier share similarities, there is a crucial
distinction between them: the CSB possesses the ability to modify the service before delivering it to
cloud users, while the carrier does not possess this capability.

The role of a CSB is of utmost importance in directing user requests towards the most appropriate
DCs situated in diverse regions across the globe [52]. Once the suitable DCs are identified, the requests
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are executed by specific VMs selected by a load balancer within the chosen DC. The resulting response
is then routed back to the user, who seeks a service with a high-QoS. User satisfaction is gauged based
on the achieved QoS level, which is influenced by the chosen DC and its effectiveness in delivering
services efficiently. The process of DC selection facilitated by the CSB policy is visualized in Fig. 13.

Figure 12: Main actors in the CC

Figure 13: Selecting DC through CSB policy

As mentioned earlier, a CSB serves as an intermediary element that holds a pivotal role in
facilitating the seamless integration, effective management, and seamless interaction between cloud
service providers and users or organizations seeking cloud services. It acts as an essential link bridging
the diverse range of cloud services furnished by different providers with the end-users who are in
need of utilizing these services. A fundamental duty of the CSB lies in aiding the selection of the
most fitting data center for user requests within a cloud-based environment. In the realm of CC, there
exists a multitude of cloud service providers extending a variety of services encompassing IaaS, PaaS,
and SaaS [53]. These providers operate data centers situated across varying geographic locations, each
possessing distinct capabilities, levels of performance, and pricing structures. This intricacy can present
a challenge for cloud consumers, impeding their ability to make well-informed decisions regarding the
optimal data center to cater to their precise needs.

Here is an elucidation of how a CSB facilitates the selection of the most suitable DC for user
requests [54]:

• Aggregation and Comparative Analysis: The CSB aggregates a wealth of information pertain-
ing to the diverse array of cloud services and data centers proffered by different providers. It
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collects data concerning factors such as geographical placement, latency, compliance adherence,
Service-Level Agreements (SLAs), pricing models, and performance metrics.

• Evaluation of User Requirements: Upon receiving a cloud service request from a user or
organization, the CSB conducts a comprehensive assessment of the particular stipulations and
limitations associated with the request. This encompasses factors like desired performance
levels, requirements for data residency, compliance prerequisites, and budgetary constraints.

• Matching and Provision of Recommendations: Drawing from the user’s specific requirements
and the data amassed from various cloud providers, the CSB employs algorithms and decision-
making protocols to align the user’s needs with the most appropriate data center alternatives.
Factors considered include proximity to the user, distribution of workloads, security protocols,
and the availability of resources.

• Real-Time Monitoring: Post-recommendation, the CSB continues to actively monitor the per-
formance and operational status of the chosen data center in real-time. Should any disruptions
or issues arise, the CSB can trigger automatic failover or migration to an alternative data center,
thus ensuring uninterrupted service delivery.

• Facilitation of Dynamic Scaling: In instances where the demands of a user’s workload undergo
fluctuations, the CSB can contribute to the seamless adjustment of resources by suggesting
data centers capable of accommodating heightened load or provisioning additional resources
as required.

• Optimization of Costs∗∗: The CSB is equipped to scrutinize the cost structures of diverse data
centers and cloud providers, thereby orchestrating expense optimization. It factors in elements
such as pricing models, costs associated with data transfers, and efficiency in resource utilization
to furnish recommendations that align with cost-effective solutions.

• Enhanced Flexibility and Choice∗∗: The Cloud Service Broker extends users a broader array
of options encompassing cloud service providers and data center selections. By doing so,
it mitigates the risk of vendor lock-in, empowering users to seamlessly transition between
providers or data centers when the need arises.

In essence, a CSB plays a pivotal role in guiding the selection of the most fitting DC for user
requests in a cloud environment. By consolidating, analyzing, and comparing data from multiple cloud
providers, the CSB streamlines decision-making for cloud consumers, thus elevating the efficiency and
efficacy of their utilization of cloud services.

1.3 Datacenter Selection Techniques
In the ever-evolving realm of CC, the decision regarding which DC to choose assumes a position of

utmost significance. It plays a pivotal role in shaping the effectiveness, dependability, and operational
efficiency of cloud-based services. With organizations progressively adopting cloud technologies to
cater to a wide array of user needs, the selection of the right data center transforms into a pivotal
choice, exerting direct influence over user experiences and the outcomes of operations.

Against this backdrop, the acquisition of a comprehensive comprehension of data center selection
techniques becomes imperative. This discourse delves deeply into a spectrum of strategies employed
for the selection of DC within the landscape of CC environments. By embarking on an exploration
of these methodologies and unearthing their merits and constraints, readers stand to attain invaluable
insights into the intricacies underpinning the process of making informed decisions. These decisions,
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in turn, facilitate the optimization of service delivery and the judicious utilization of resources. Table 1
summarizes the most commonly used techniques for DC selection in CC [55]:

Table 1: Comparison among most commonly used techniques for DC selection in CC

Technique Description Advantages Drawbacks

Proximity-driven
selection

This approach involves
opting for the nearest
data center to the user’s
location, aiming to
reduce latency and
enhance response times.

Minimizes latency,
boosts user experience,
and is straightforward
to implement.

Might lead to uneven
workload
distribution,
overlooking factors
like resource
availability and cost.

Performance-centric
selection

This technique factors
in historical
performance metrics of
data centers, including
response time,
throughput, and
availability, to make the
optimal choice.

Enhances application
performance, ensures
consistent user
experience, and reduces
downtime risks.

May not consider
sudden workload
fluctuations or
resource spikes,
potentially resulting
in resource
congestion.

Cost-driven selection This strategy prioritizes
lowering operational
expenses by selecting
data centers with lower
prices, data transfer
costs, and resource
charges.

Optimizes
cost-efficiency, allows
budget control, and
suits resource-intensive
workloads.

Could compromise
performance or
reliability for cost
savings, and
comparing intricate
cost structures can
be challenging.

Resource-based
selection

This method evaluates
data centers based on
available resources like
computing power,
memory, storage, and
network bandwidth.

Guarantees resource
availability, maximizes
resource utilization,
avoids contentions, and
supports scalability.

Might overlook
other aspects such as
performance or
location, potentially
impacting user
satisfaction.

Hybrid approach This technique
integrates multiple
criteria—like proximity,
performance, cost, and
resource availability—to
make well-balanced
decisions.

Offers a comprehensive
perspective, considers
diverse factors, and
adapts to various
workloads.

Complex
decision-making can
lead to higher
computational
demands, and
striking a balance
among multiple
criteria requires
careful tuning.

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Technique Description Advantages Drawbacks

Dynamic selection with
machine learning

This advanced method
employs machine
learning algorithms to
predict data center
performance, leveraging
historical data and
current conditions.

Adapts to evolving
workload patterns,
enhances accuracy over
time, and handles
intricate decision
scenarios.

Demands substantial
historical data for
training, initial setup
can be resource-
intensive, and model
precision might be
impacted by abrupt
changes.

1.4 Research Motivations
In a cloud computing environment, the process of choosing a data center involves allocating user

requests effectively among the available data centers to optimize resource utilization and fulfill the
needs of both users and CSPs. In this review, several CSB policies are evaluated. The CSB aims to
route user requests to different DCs efficiently to ensure efficient resource utilization and high levels
of QoS, so it is important to explore issues and challenges in DC selection and work on addressing
them. As cloud services become increasingly popular, data storage is rapidly expanding to meet the
high volume of usage. CSPs are adding more DCs with large storage and processing capabilities to
serve the large volume of users’ requests from around the world, and it is important to recognize
the role of the CSB in this context. Therefore, relevant articles have been analyzed and summarized
systematically to highlight issues and directions for future research.

1.5 Article Organization
This article provides a review of CSB policies and is organized as follows: In Section 2, we compare

our survey with earlier surveys of CSB policies and DC selection techniques in the CC environment.
Section 3 explains the survey method used to gather relevant research articles, including search criteria,
sources of articles, and quality evaluation. In Section 4, we summarize the problem of DC selection in
the cloud. Section 5 discusses the importance of the CSB. In Section 6, we review various CSB policies.
Section 7 summarizes the research issues and challenges faced by existing CSB policies. Section 8
summarizes the research trends. Finally, in Section 9, we offer concluding remarks.

2 Related Surveys

In this section, we compare the review presented in this article with existing reviews that have
surveyed similar topics. The comparison is based on the topics covered by each review, which include:
an overview of CC, CC deployment models, CC service models, an overview of CSB, categories of
CSB, CSB policies, research issues and directions, and research trends.

A survey of cloud brokerage techniques was proposed in [56]. It describes the concept of a third-
party entity between the CC user and CSP and defines the role of the cloud broker. A brief survey
of CSB technologies was conducted in [54], which summarizes future opportunities in this field. In
[57], the main features of CSBs were compared, including prioritizing CSPs to serve users. The article
covers the types of CSBs and their roles, as well as existing frameworks, impacts, and advantages of
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CSBs. A brief survey of CC was conducted in [1], which covers CC architecture, characteristics, and
deployment models. However, a more detailed survey of existing CSB algorithms is found in [8].

Additionally, a survey of different CSB selection techniques was conducted [58,59]. This survey
defined CC, covered CSB selection algorithms and quantitatively compared them, and briefly dis-
cussed the CloudAnalyst simulator. The CC services and brokerage were surveyed and compared with
different solutions in [60], while a comparison between traditional CSPs and CSBs was conducted
in [61]. This survey identified certain parameters that should be considered when choosing between
traditional CSPs and CSBs. Another survey aimed to gather and investigate all previous research
on cloud service composition was conducted in [62]. Table 1 provides a comparison amongst prior
related reviews based on topics covered. Table 2 shows that there is no comprehensive survey of CSB
policies that covers the importance of these policies, their issues, research directions, and trends. This
demonstrates that the proposed survey is more comprehensive than other prior related surveys in this
field.

Table 2: Comparison with related surveys

Ref. CC
overview

Deployment
models

Service
models

CSB
overview

CSB
cate-
gories

CSBs
policies

Research
challenges

Future
directions

[8] Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No
[62] Yes No Yes Yes No No No No
[57] Yes No No Yes No No No No
[58] Yes No No Yes No No No No
[1] Yes Yes Yes No No No No No
[59] No No No Yes No Yes No No
[60] Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No
[61] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No
[62] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No
Proposed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

3 Survey Technique
3.1 Mapping Research Questions to Objectives

Different methodological survey standards, such as those found in [63–67], have been followed
in this article. To focus on research related to CSB policies and DC selection in the CC environment,
the survey method involves identifying relevant references, extracting the results, and analyzing the
challenges. The sources of related references are presented in this section, along with the selection
criteria for references, the evaluation of quality, and the evaluation results. Table 3 lists the research
questions that were used to explore CSB policies and determine the current challenges related to CSB
policies and DC selection in the CC environment.

3.2 Quality Assessment
A quality evaluation process was applied to the retrieved articles based on inclusion and exclusion

criteria [64,65] listed in Table 4. A total of 781 articles were retrieved based on search queries containing
the keywords. Initially, all articles with irrelevant titles were excluded, and the remaining articles were
fully reviewed. Only 119 articles were analyzed in this survey.
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Table 3: Mapping between research questions and objectives

Research question Objective (s)

1. What is the importance of CSB policies and
DCs selection in the CC environment? • To identify several CSB policy

references published over time in
different resources.

• To analyze and evaluate different
CSB policies based on evaluation
metrics.

• To identify issues and challenges in
current CSB policies to ensure
users’ QoS requirements and CSPs’
requirements.

2. Why are CSB policies required in the CC
environment?

3. Do the current CSB policies fulfill DCs
selection essentials QoS requirements for the
Cloud’s users?

4. Do the current CSB policies fulfill DCs
selection essentials interests for the CSPs?

5. What is the current status of DCs selection in
the CC environment?

6. What are the new techniques that are required
to improve DCs selection process in the CC
environment?

7. How does one minimize response time,
processing time, and availability within the
lowest cost?

8. How does one maximize CSPs’ profit within
the lowest power consumption?

9. Which QoS requirements of CSB policies are
most significant for the performance of the
CCenvironment?

10. How does one develop CSB policies that
fulfill the Cloud’s user QoS needs?

• To identify research articles from
different CSB policy categories to reveal
research gaps.

11. How does one develop CSB policies that
fulfill the CSPs’ interests and needs?

• To define DCs selection criteria and to
develop CSB policies that address a huge
number of users’ requests efficiently.

12. How does one evaluate the current CSB
policies through available simulation tools?

• To identify future research directions
and trends.

13. How does one develop new CSB policies
through available simulation tools?

4 Cloud Datacenter Selection Problem

According to a Cisco survey from 2018, Cloud DC traffic was 6.8 Zettabytes in 2016 and is
expected to reach 20.6 Zettabytes in 2021, representing a growth rate of 27% or a threefold increase
from 2016 to 2021 [68]. This information is depicted in Fig. 14.
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Table 4: Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Inclusion Clearly describes CSB policies and DCs selection.
Presents emerging ideas.
Develops or modifies CSB policies in the CC environment.
Resource scheduling perspective.
Published in CC area.
Written in the English language.
Published in reputable resources.
Written by academic researchers.

Exclusion Does not focus on CSB policies and DCs selection in the CC environment.
Contains common issues and references.
Is it not a full research paper?
Focuses on service broker in other paradigms (i.e., outside CC environment).

6.8 ZB
9.1

11.6

14.1
17.1

20.6

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Figure 14: DCs traffics (in Zettabytes) from 2015–20201

As mentioned earlier, CC environments consist of multiple DCs that interact with each other in
an ad-hoc manner to fulfill user requests. The QoS is employed as a metric to gauge user satisfaction
with the provided services. In order to direct user requests to the most suitable DC, the selection of
Cloud DCs is determined by optimizing various objectives, including processing time, response time,
availability, total cost, power consumption, and profit, within a specified timeframe.

In this context, consider a scenario where a set of user requests, denoted as N users’ requests
= {UR1, UR2, . . ., URn}, needs to be directed to a corresponding set of available cloud data centers,
represented as DC = {DC1, DC2, . . ., DCn}. The goal is to establish an optimal configuration, denoted
as x (DC × UR → x), where the matching of user requests to data centers is determined, while
concurrently optimizing specified objectives defined as O = {O1, O2, . . ., On}. This optimization process
is carried out within a predefined time frame. In essence, the aim is to efficiently allocate user requests
to suitable cloud data centers in a way that maximizes the achievement of predefined objectives. The
term “fitness of x” alludes to the overall suitability or appropriateness of the assignment configuration,
with the primary objective being the optimization of the defined objectives. These objectives can
encompass a variety of factors such as resource utilization, latency, cost, energy efficiency, or any
other relevant performance metrics.

1 ZB = Zettabyte
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The process involves considering various potential combinations of user requests and available
data centers, seeking the arrangement that best aligns with the specified objectives. This optimization
task is subject to a time constraint, implying that the desired configuration must be achieved within a
specific timeframe to ensure timely and effective service delivery. Overall, the objective of this scenario
is to create an optimized mapping of user requests to available cloud data centers, taking into account
specific goals or objectives, while adhering to a defined time limit. This process aims to enhance the
overall performance and efficiency of the cloud computing environment in delivering services to users.

This process, known as DC selection in the CC environment, is depicted in Fig. 15. It is important
to note that the objectives often include both the QoS concerns of users and the interests of service
providers. The CSB is responsible for ensuring that these objectives are met. In some cases, a single
DC may be able to serve multiple user requests.

Figure 15: Cloud DC selection problem: Routing N users’ requests to N DCs

5 Cloud Service Broker

In a CC environment, there are three main actors: Cloud providers, who offer Cloud resources and
services to users; Cloud users, who utilize these resources; and a CSB, which acts as an intermediary
[69–77] by bundling and managing the connected parties in CC environment [8], simplifying the
execution of user requests, and selecting the optimal deal between the Cloud user and CSPs with the
maximum profit [70,71]. According to [78], the CSB may take on various roles, such as service inter-
mediator, service aggregator, or service arbitrage, and is responsible for meeting the QoS requirements
of SaaS [8]. It acts as a facilitator for the CC’s services to meet the needs of users. The proper CSBs can
be identified through Cloud Exchange, and they may work with CC coordinators to allocate resources
to meet these requirements.

The CSB can be viewed from two perspectives: as a scheduler and as a company. With the
increasing number of private and public CSPs entering the CC market and offering a range of cloud
services with different characteristics, it can be difficult for users to choose the best option for their
needs. As a scheduler, the CSB helps users select the most appropriate CSPs and assists CSPs with
efficient resource allocation by converting the heterogeneous CC into a commodity-like service [79].
An efficient CSB policy is necessary to optimize the selection of DCs to minimize the total cost of VM
deployment and to ensure a satisfactory level of QoS [80–82]. In some cases, the CSB may function as
a third-party company offering a variety of CC services, but unlike CSPs, it does not have its private
cloud resources and instead rents them from CSPs. Regardless of its nature, the CSB should allocate
user requests to the most suitable DC based on the users’ QoS requirements and the interests of CSPs
[83]. When a user requests a CC service, the request is routed to the CSB, which uses an Intelligent
Discovery Component to route it to the most relevant CC service [84]. The CSB is responsible for
controlling the routing between the DC and the Cloud user and implementing a selection policy at the
DC level [10].
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6 Review of Existing CSB Policies

To ensure optimal performance within the CC environment, it is crucial to assign new user requests
to the most suitable DC based on factors such as response time, processing time, and total cost. This
responsibility lies with the CSB, making the development of effective CSB policies a significant area
of research. Improper DC selection can result in overload, negatively impacting CC performance,
particularly when there is a surge in user requests. Such situations can lead to a decline in quality of
service, user satisfaction, and even rejection of new user requests due to overwhelming DC capacity
[85,86]. Hence, assigning new user requests to the most appropriate DC with the lowest response time,
processing time, and total cost is essential for enhanced CC performance. Researchers have focused
on proposing CSB policies to address this issue. These policies can be categorized primarily into two
types, as depicted in Fig. 16: (i) CSB policies based on service providers’ interests, and (ii) CSB policies
based on users’ concerns regarding QoS. The existing literature on CSB policies is extensively surveyed
and reviewed in the following sections.

CSB Policy

Users' QoS 
Concerns based 

CSB Policy

Time based CSB 
Policy

DC Aviabailty 
based CSB 

Policy

Total Cost
based CSB 

Policy

CSPs' Interests 
based CSB 

Policy

Energy
Consumption

based CSB 
Policy

Profit based 
CSB Policy

Figure 16: Taxonomy of CSB policies used for DC selection

6.1 CSB Policies Based on the Interests of Service Providers
Several existing CSB policies have been proposed based on the interests of CSPs (i.e., energy

consumption and profit) to allocate resources in the CC environment efficiently. The goal is to ensure
that CSPs can effectively meet the demands of their users while also maximizing their profits and
minimizing energy consumption.

6.1.1 Energy Consumption-Based CSB Policy

There are several studies in the literature that propose CSB policies to minimize energy con-
sumption. However, only a few of these studies consider the fact that the CSB itself can have a
significant impact on energy consumption. One such CSB policy, proposed in [87], measures the
energy consumption required to execute user requests, taking into account the processing time of the
requests and the power consumed by the VMs that processed them. This policy routes user requests to
DCs that minimize energy consumption. The results of this approach show that it requires less power
compared to other methods [87]. In addition, Beloglazov [88] proposed a CSB policy to optimize
energy consumption while minimizing the dependence of energy management on the CSB. Another
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CSB policy, proposed in [89], ranks DCs based on their energy and performance features. This policy
has two main steps: (i) an introduction step, which uses a sophisticated algorithm to prioritize DCs
based on energy consumption and performance features, and (ii) a running step, which combines
another feature of the DC called low time. At the end of this step, the overall DC parameter is
calculated and the DCs are ranked based on this value. User requests are then routed to the DC with
the highest rank. If the DC is at peak workload, the user request is routed to the next DC, and so on.
The simulation results of this policy show that the power consumption required to execute requests is
significantly reduced.

Several other CSB policies were proposed to optimize resource utilization and minimize energy
consumption. For example, Cong et al. [90] introduced a new resource utilization technique that effi-
ciently allocates DCs based on optimizing the number of active DCs. A heuristics approach proposed
in [91] combines the bin-packing technique to address the problem of scheduling independent requests.
The Cloud-SEnergy technique proposed in [92] aims to select the most energy-efficient DC in the CC
environment, using a bin-packing method to identify the most efficient service plans. The results of this
technique show that it outperforms other techniques, such as DC-Cloud and Base Cloud, in terms of
energy consumption ratio, the number of examined services, and run-time. In [93], a different CSB
policy is proposed, which takes into account both energy consumption and profit considerations.
This policy utilizes a resource allocation technique known as MCD (Minimum Cost Dominating
set) to minimize the energy cost for CSPs. The authors demonstrated that the problem is NP-hard,
and to address it, they employed an approximation algorithm based on LP (Linear Programming)
and a greedy algorithm to ensure consistent performance. The results of this policy exhibit superior
performance in terms of energy consumption, resource utilization, and profit maximization. However,
it is important to note that this work has certain limitations. Firstly, it does not consider changes in user
demand over time. Additionally, it fails to account for the fact that each CSP has its own heterogeneous
data centers (DCs) with varying capabilities and prices.

6.1.2 Profit-Based CSB Policy

In the CC environment, organizations need to make a profit to maintain normal operations.
Therefore, increasing the profit of CSPs has become an important issue and has been investigated
from various perspectives in different studies. Users’ requests may have various requirements, including
security and privacy constraints, cost, and more. It is the responsibility of the CSB to improve the CSP’s
profit by routing users’ requests (i.e., service requests) to the most appropriate CC resources (i.e., DCs)
based on the needs of the users and/or CSPs [94]. A hybrid CSB policy was proposed in [95] to route
a Cloud’s service to specific DCs or public CC resources. The profit of the CSB depends mainly on
two main factors: (i) the cost of the brokerage service, and (ii) the cost of resource utilization. If the
service is executed by public DCs, the profit of the CSP is the fee of resource provisioning, and the
profit of the CSB is the fee of the brokering service. Otherwise, the CSB profit is the sum of both. To
increase the total profit of the CSB, a greedy technique is used to maximize the in-house execution of
all user requests (i.e., service requests). However, this greedy technique is not suitable when there is a
limited number of resources and specific QoS needs, so using a heuristic CSB algorithm may address
this issue.

Virtual Cloud Brokers (VCBs) were proposed in [96] to achieve a high level of profit by offering
multiple instances of VMs from different CSPs at a lower price than traditional CSPs for a longer
time (i.e., VM outsourcing). This allows for efficient management of available resources to execute
user requests. To address the issue of resource allocation, a profit maximization model was proposed
concerning resource constraints and fast optimization methods. In addition, a CSB pricing policy was
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proposed in [96] to maximize the profit of the CSB. The CSB first sets the VM selling price based
on the VM demand. If the VM demand is increased, the price is increased to minimize the request
delay. The performance of this technique is significantly improved when considering the loss caused
by missing VMs. Another CSB policy, proposed in [97], aims to minimize the cost for CC users. The
CSB rents multiple DCs from CSPs at a specific price and provides them to CC users on demand at
a price that is lower than what the CSPs offer to the same users [97]. The CSB also uses a shorter
billing method compared to CSPs. By using this policy, the CSB can minimize the cost for CC users.
Furthermore, specific CSB configurations and pricing methods are defined in [97] to ensure profit
maximization while reducing costs for CC users. The profit of a CSB is directly influenced by various
factors, including the number of user requests, the price of VMs, the scale of the CSB, and more.

A new CSB framework was implemented in [98] to provide an efficient brokering policy that
ensures finding the most appropriate DC for executing user requests with high performance and
profit. This technique works based on the Round-Robin algorithm and follows the following steps:
(i) formulating SLA requirements, (ii) mapping SLA requirements of users to CC resources, and (iii)
deploying resource allocation. As a result, the CSP with the lowest cost is selected to increase overall
profit by executing more requests [98]. The results of this policy show that it increases the execution
rate of user requests at a low cost, which can be beneficial for both users and brokers. Many previous
works focus on enhancing the profit of the CSB and/or CSP based on a specific setting. However, a
major challenge for a CSB to maximize profit is determining the number of DCs needed to execute
user requests and how to provide an efficient price for each DC.

Since various factors can impact the profitability of the CSB and CSP, it is important to consider
a comprehensive and accurate analysis of these parameters when configuring and pricing the CSB.
Many CSB policies based on energy consumption can improve energy efficiency, but they may serve
a lower number of user requests and do not consider users’ QoS needs. Additionally, CSB policies
based on profit may suffer from the same challenges, as well as potentially overwhelming the DCs
significantly.

6.2 CSB Policies Based on Users’ QoS Concerns
Since the CSB operates in a dynamic paradigm, where the QoS requirements negotiated with CSPs

can fluctuate, it requires more efficient techniques to enhance the QoS level provided to Cloud users.
To this end, various existing CSB policies have been proposed in the literature to reduce the processing
time, increase the response time, enhance the DC availability, and decrease the total cost. Selecting the
optimal DC based on QoS and cost considerations is a challenge when executing user requests in
the cloud. Several optimized, modified, or hybridized CSB policies have been proposed to select the
optimal DC based on user QoS interests. These policies are categorized as follows.

6.2.1 Time-Based CSB Policy

A new DC selection method based on the user’s priorities is presented for use in a federated
CC environment in [99]. It works based on the user’s priorities and uses a matrix to select the most
appropriate DC. When a user’s request is initiated, if there is no available DC to execute the request, the
request is placed in a waiting queue [100]. A central entity is responsible for creating VMs to execute
the user request after reading the waiting queue and selecting the optimal DC to execute the request.
One challenge of this proposed method is that it is a centralized method, which means, it shifts the
load from an underutilized physical machine to another physical machine and shuts off the less used
physical machine to minimize power consumption. The simulation results show that this CSB policy
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achieves high levels of performance and acceptable response time at a low cost. Another DC selection
technique based on the k-nearest-neighbor method is proposed in [101]. The DCs are represented in
n-dimensional space with defined features, and a tuple of identical features is defined as thresholds for
these attributes. When a new user request is received, it is attached to the threshold tuple. If there is only
one DC in the closest region, the DC in this region will be chosen to serve the user request. Otherwise,
if there are multiple DCs in the closest region, one of them will be selected randomly to execute the
request. The distance between users’ requests and DCs must be calculated first, and then the DC with
the minimum distance would be selected. The simulation results show that this proposed DC selection
technique outperforms a random-based policy in terms of average response and processing times.

Three CSB policies were compared in [101]: The Closest DC Policy (CDCP), the Optimized
Response Time Policy, and the Dynamically Reconfigurable CSB with Load Balancing (DRCSB).
In CDCP, the DC with the least proximity to the user is selected. When multiple DCs have the same
proximity, a DC is selected randomly to balance the load. The selection process depends on the closest
region listed in the proximity list, and DCs within the same region are selected randomly to execute
users’ requests [102]. However, this technique has several challenges: (i) DCs are selected randomly if
there are multiple DCs in the same region, (ii) it may select a DC with high cost, and (iii) the results may
vary even with the same configurations, making it difficult for developers to interpret or use the results
[103]. The DRCSB is an extension of the CDCP, where the number of VMs is increased or decreased
based on the number of users’ requests [100]. This policy works based on DC load and uses dynamic
load balancing to ensure the efficient execution of users’ requests. The dynamic nature of configuring
the DCs also improves the overall performance of the CC environment. On the other hand, the ORTP
focuses on minimizing response time by calculating and optimizing the expected response time for
each DC, enabling DCs to process user requests with minimal response and processing time [73,104].
When employing the ORTP policy, the CSB identifies the nearest DC based on latency, similar to the
CDCP. Subsequently, the response time is computed for each DC. If the estimated response time is the
lowest for the closest DC, it is selected. However, if the estimated response time is not the lowest, there
is a 50:50 chance of either selecting the closest DC or the DC with the lowest response time [105]. The
ORTP policy outperforms the CDCP as it takes into account factors such as latency, DC load, and
bandwidth, resulting in improved performance.

The DRCSB policy for deploying applications in a CC environment scales the number of VMs
based on the current load and the minimum processing time ever achieved [13]. However, it tends to
have worse performance in terms of response time compared to other policies such as ORTP [106]. On
the other hand, a Round-Robin algorithm is commonly used for job scheduling and resource allocation
in CC environments, distributing the load evenly among available resources [107]. The Round-Robin
algorithm works by randomly selecting a VM and allocating the first user request to it. The next user
request is then circularly allocated to the next VM. Once a user request has been successfully allocated
to a specific VM, the selected VM is moved to the end of the list [108]. This process is repeated until all
user requests have been allocated to a VM. A new Round-Robin-based technique for selecting a DC
was proposed using the CloudAnalyst simulator and showed improvements in response time compared
to other policies [109]. However, this technique can also have challenges such as power consumption
and underutilization issues.

A static CSB policy was proposed to improve the load time and request time of a DC and reduce
the cost of VMs and data delivery [110]. However, this policy also increases the overall cost in a
CC environment. To address this issue, a Round-Robin-based CSB policy was used to distribute the
workload among multiple available DCs within the same region [109]. Additionally, an enhanced
Service Proximity CSB policy was proposed in [111] to avoid overloading the closest DC and violating
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the service-level agreement by rerouting users’ requests (partially or completely) to the closest DCs.
This improves the response time by reducing the risk of service-level agreement violations. The
experimental results showed that this policy improved the response time of the Service Proximity
Service Broker by 17% [111].

6.2.2 Total Cost Based-CSB Policy

A new cost-effective DC selection policy was proposed in [112] to select the DC with the lowest
cost when all DCs are busy. However, this policy does not consider the change in workload cost or
electricity prices, which can lead to routing many workloads to a DC with high electricity prices and
increase the overall operational cost. This policy also does not optimize the response time or workload
and does not take the user request size into account. Improved CSB policies proposed in [112,113]
may suffer from underutilization of resources because they always select the same DC, leaving other
DCs never being selected. A new CSB adapted from a service proximity-based routing algorithm was
proposed in [114] that uses cost-efficient selection to choose the most appropriate DC in terms of cost
but does not consider performance or availability parameters. It significantly improves the total cost.
Additionally, a cost-effective DC selection technique for a federated CC environment was proposed
in [114], in which the DC is selected based on a matrix of values containing information about the
required cost for each DC to execute the user’s requests. The findings show that this policy reduces the
total cost and improves performance.

In [113], two DC selection algorithms were proposed and compared to a service proximity-based
DC selection algorithm. The results showed that the overall cost of the first policy was better than the
second one and the service proximity-based policy, but the service proximity-based policy had the best
performance in terms of processing time. Specifically, the first policy had the largest processing time
compared to the service proximity-based policy and the second policy but cost less than the other two
policies. Therefore, the first policy provides cost-effective DC selection, but has a higher processing
time than the closest DC selection policy, while the second policy has a lower response time compared
to the first policy.

In [8], a new CSB policy was proposed based on two main parameters: cost and network delay.
This policy combines these two parameters to provide a lower cost with an acceptable response time.
Comparing the existing DC selection algorithms with the proposed policy in two different scenarios
showed that the proposed policy provides the best response time with the lowest cost. Specifically,
the results showed that the response time was improved by 8%, the total cost was improved by 30%,
and the processing time was improved by 10% compared to other existing policies. Additionally, a
static CSB policy was proposed in [115] to reduce the DC-DC transmission cost, the cost of VMs, and
the request time. It combines the benefits of a weighted Round-Robin-based CSB policy and a service
proximity CSB policy. In the weighted Round-Robin policy, the DC selection is based on the processing
space of each DC, while in the service proximity service broker policy, the nearest region is selected
based on the maximum possible bandwidth from the user base to the DC with the minimum network
delay. This proposed policy reduces the number of links and decreases the average request service
time. The simulation results showed that the proposed static CSB has a lower total cost compared to
the service proximity service broker policy and the weighted Round-Robin CSB policy. However, the
main drawback of this policy is that it needs to further improve the average time required by the DC
to respond to users’ requests (i.e., response time).

In [116], a load-aware brokering policy was proposed to sort user requests into two categories:
static and dynamic. Static policies are not typically suitable for a CC environment due to the frequent
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changes in user needs, while dynamic policies are better suited for CC environments as they can
effectively manage changes in workloads over time. The proposed policy distributes all users’ requests
among all available DCs and uses a load-balancing technique to select the appropriate VM. Simulation
results showed that this policy reduces the total cost and processing time but increases operational
costs. In [117], another static DC selection technique was proposed that selects the DC with the lowest
cost, only considering the cost of VMs. This technique addresses the issue of random DC selection
by reducing the cost but increasing the overall processing time. If the two most cost-effective DCs are
selected, it reduces the processing time but increases the cost. Another static DC selection solution was
proposed in [118] that performs DC selection based on Priority-based Round-Robin (RR). It arranges
the DCs based on their processing time and assigns user requests evenly between all the DCs within a
region. This approach improves resource usage and total cost.

A dynamic CSB policy was proposed in [119] that selects the DC based on two different scenarios:
(i) different DCs may have the same hardware configurations but different numbers of VMs, allowing a
balanced weight to be assigned to the DC based on the number of VMs included, significantly reducing
the processing time, and (ii) the selection of the DC is based on two matrices: (a) performance vs.
availability and (b) cost vs. location. Here, performance refers to the number of tasks performed per
time unit, availability refers to the number of days available for adding new VMs in a year, cost refers
to the cost per VM, and distance refers to network latency. The values of the matrices are calculated for
each region and a list of DCs is created for each matrix. The DC is then selected from the intersected
list (i.e., the intersection between the two lists) based on the value of the matrix. This solution provides
good results in terms of the total cost.

In [72], Kapgate combined the advantages of the weighted Round-Robin CSB policy [90] and the
Service Proximity service broker policy [95] to propose a new CSB policy. First, the nearest region is
selected and the number of DCs in that region is calculated. If only one DC is selected, the request
is sent to that DC and the result is calculated directly. However, if multiple DCs are selected, the
Kapgate algorithm calculates the DC processing capacity and the processing requirements for the
incoming user requests. It then calculates the number of times the DC is selected, and the results
are generated. The proposed policy improves the number of connections and the average time of
DC requests. Experiments show that the proposed policy has a lower cost than the weighted Round-
Robin policy and the Service Proximity service broker policy. In [86], a new CSB policy based on the
Differential Evolution algorithm was proposed. It uses a search method to find the optimal candidate
(i.e., solution) from a solution space and the Differential Evolution algorithm to enhance performance
by minimizing the value of the selected optimization parameters (i.e., total cost). The evaluation results
showed that this policy outperformed some existing policies, performing better than the closest DC
policy and the optimized response time policy in terms of total cost and outperforming the weight-
based DC selection policy in terms of processing time. Additionally, in [19], a cost-effective CSB policy
based on DC efficiency was proposed, selecting the DC with the best efficiency ratio (i.e., DC efficiency
over cost). While this policy is logically valid, it was not implemented and compared to other existing
CSB policies.

6.2.3 DC Availability-Based CSB Policy

In [85], a DC availability based CSB policy, called a variable CSB policy, was introduced. This
technique is a heuristic-based approach that aims to reduce response time by considering the user’s
request size, available bandwidth, and delay. It reduces the overloading of DCs by transferring the user
request to a DC with high availability and modifies the service proximity CSB policy by considering
the available bandwidth rather than the delay factor to improve response time based on the user’s
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request size. The simulation results showed that the proposed CSB policy significantly improves
DC availability, enhancing processing time and response time. However, the main challenges of this
algorithm are: (i) ignoring power consumption and (ii) ignoring the overall cost, which may be
preferred and a critical factor in certain cases over performance and speed. Similarly, in [18], a Genetic
algorithm was used to address the multi-cloud CSB problem and increase DC (i.e., service) availability.

A new CSB policy was introduced in [120] to find available DCs for the Cloud’s users. It uses two
distinct policies simultaneously with a special algorithm for each, each algorithm selects the available
DC based on availability and total cost. The regional list is a list of regions in which DCs are found,
and the DC list contains the cost and load for current and expected resource allocation. The proposed
policy continually selects the DC with the highest availability and lowest cost and updates the list
if there is an available DC with a lower cost. The results showed that the proposed policy increased
DC availability, and decreased processing time, response time, and total cost. Additionally, in [121], a
Round-Robin algorithm was used to distribute a load of users’ requests between different DCs within
the same cloud region, resulting in efficient resource utilization and availability.

In [122], the authors addressed the problem of inefficient application deployment on fog comput-
ing infrastructure, which results in resource and bandwidth wastage, increased power consumption,
and degraded QoS. To tackle this issue and enhance application reliability, they propose a multi-
objective optimization algorithm named MOCSA. The objective of MOCSA is to minimize both
power consumption and total latency between application components. Through simulations, the
results demonstrate that the proposed MOCSA algorithm outperforms several existing algorithms in
terms of average overall latency and average total power consumption. This highlights its effectiveness
in improving performance and addressing the challenges associated with application deployment
on fog computing infrastructure. Further, in [123], the authors addressed the challenge of virtual
machine placement, aiming to strike a balance between conflicting objectives of stakeholders, users,
and providers. This involves optimizing power consumption and resource wastage from the providers’
perspective while enhancing Quality of Service (QoS) and network bandwidth utilization from the
users’ perspective. To tackle this multi-objective problem, the authors propose a hybrid multi-objective
genetic-based optimization solution. Through simulations, the results demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm outperforms existing state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of power consumption, resource
wastage, network data transfer rate, and the number of active servers. Additionally, the algorithm
exhibits promising scalability potential in larger search spaces.

In [124], a solution was presented for addressing the scientific workflow scheduling problem in
heterogeneous cloud data centers. The scheduling problem is formulated as a bi-objective optimization
task with the objectives of minimizing the makespan (achieving quick response time) and maximizing
system reliability. To enhance the reliability of the system, a centralized log and a scheduling failure
factor (SFF) were introduced. The problem was then formulated as a bi-objective optimization
problem and solved using a proposed hybrid bi-objective discrete cuckoo search algorithm (HDCSA).
The performance of HDCSA was evaluated in various scenarios, demonstrating its superiority over
existing methods in terms of makespan, SFF, speedup, efficiency, and system reliability. On average,
HDCSA achieved improvements of 22.11%, 12.97%, 11.81%, 12.18%, and 12.42% in these respective
metrics.

A comprehensive review of existing CSB policies was presented in the previous sections, with
a summary of their strengths and weaknesses shown in Table 5. Many of the existing CSB policies
have common issues, such as under-utilization of resources and power consumption, and do not
consider the size of the next user request when making DC selection assumptions, which may lead
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to an inaccurate selection. Additionally, most existing CSB policies only consider a single objective
when selecting DCs, meaning that other objectives may not always be optimal, resulting in a trade-off
between objectives. Currently, there are no CSB policies that consider all objectives when selecting a
DC, which may be acceptable to Cloud users but not to CSPs and vice versa. Therefore, the following
section addresses research issues that deserve further attention to address these challenges.

Table 5: Summary of the existing CSB policies

Category Criteria Strengths Weaknesses/Limitations

CSPs’ interests based CSB
Policy

Energy consumption based
CSB policy

Energy consumption has
been reduced.

The majority of CSB
policies do not consider
the users’ QoS needs.
The number of served
users’ requests needs
more enhancement.

Profit-based CSB policy CSP’s profit has significantly
increased.

The majority of CSB
policies do not consider
the users’ QoS needs.
The number of served
users’ requests needs
more enhancement.
DCs are overloaded
significantly.

Users’ QoS concerns based
CSB Policy

Time-based CSB policy Response time and processing
time are minimized
effectively.
The number of users’ requests
is increased.
The overall performance of
the CC environment is
enhanced.

The majority of CSB
policies degrade DC
availability and efficiency.
The DC selection
assumption does not
consider the next UR size.

Total cost-based CSB Policy The total cost is minimized
effectively.

The majority of CSB
policies do not consider
the DC availability factor.
The DC selection
assumption does not
consider the next UR size.
Sometimes, the processing
time and response time
need more enhancement.
The number of users
requests is not always
increased.
Under-utilization of
recourses and
power-consuming
policies.

(Continued)
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Table 5 (continued)

Category Criteria Strengths Weaknesses/Limitations

DC availability-based CSB
Policy

DC’s availability has been
significantly increased.

The majority of CSB
policies are based on a
centralized method, and it
does not consider the DC
load and processing
power.
The DC selection
assumption does not
consider the next UR size.
The overall cost is not
efficient enough.
Sometimes, the processing
time and response time
need more enhancement.

The challenges and limitations of current cloud DC selection techniques can be summarized as:

• Lack of standardization: The absence of a universally accepted method for choosing cloud DCs
has led to a lack of standardization within the industry.

• Opacity of information: The opacity of information surrounding data centers presents a
challenge as many CSPs do not openly share comprehensive details, impeding users’ ability
to assess a DC’s suitability. Moreover, reliance on CSP data for accuracy can be uncertain,
potentially not reflecting actual conditions within the DC.

• Complexity: The process of selecting a DC is complex and consumes a significant amount of
time as it involves evaluating various factors such as network infrastructure, security, reliability,
and compliance requirements.

• The evolving nature of CC: The CC landscape is continuously evolving, with new technologies
and services being frequently introduced, making it difficult to stay up-to-date and make
informed decisions about DC selection.

7 Real-World Examples and Case Studies

In the dynamic realm of CC, the translation of theoretical concepts into tangible real-world appli-
cations is where true innovation and effectiveness come to light. While the theoretical underpinnings
of CSB policies and DC selection techniques are vital, their true potential is unveiled when put into
practical use. To bridge the gap between theory and reality, we delve into the realm of CSB policies
and DC selection techniques, exploring detailed examples and case studies that demonstrate their real-
world impact.

In this section, we embark on a journey that uncovers how CSB policies and DC selection
techniques have been successfully applied in practice. These real-world instances, accompanied by
verifiable references, shed light on how these methodologies contribute to optimizing cloud services,
enhancing user experiences, and influencing operational outcomes. By delving into these practical
cases, we gain a nuanced understanding of the diverse contexts in which these strategies thrive, and we
witness their transformative influence on organizations and end-users.
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• Proximity-Based Selection in Content Delivery

Netflix, a prominent online streaming service, leverages a proximity-based CSB policy to optimize
content delivery. By collaborating with various Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and deploying Open
Connect Appliances (OCAs) in close proximity to end-users, Netflix strategically selects data centers
for streaming. This approach substantially reduces latency and guarantees uninterrupted playback
experiences for subscribers [125].

• Performance-Centric Selection for High-Traffic Applications

Amazon Web Services’ employs a performance centric CSB policy via its Elastic Load Balancing
service. ELB intelligently distributes incoming application traffic across multiple Amazon EC2
instances based on real-time performance metrics. Continual monitoring of instances and routing
traffic to those demonstrating optimal response times ensures elevated availability and responsive
applications [126].

• Cost-Optimized Selection for Startups

DigitalOcean, a notable cloud infrastructure provider, extends diverse Droplet plans tailored
to varying resource requirements. Startups and small enterprises can select Droplet plans based on
budget considerations and resource prerequisites. This CSB policy empowers financially mindful
organizations to optimize cloud expenditures while preserving performance standards [127].

• Hybrid Approach for Enterprise Workloads

Microsoft Azure introduces a hybrid approach by facilitating seamless integration between on-
premises DCs and Azure’s cloud services. Enterprises can implement a CSB policy that dynamically
selects an apt data center, considering aspects such as workload demand, data sensitivity, and
regulatory compliance. This strategy equips enterprises with the flexibility to harmonize performance,
security, and cost-effectiveness [128].

• Machine Learning-Enhanced Dynamic Selection

Google Cloud harnesses machine learning for dynamic DC selection within its Global Load
Balancing service. Through real-time analysis of user location, server health, and network conditions,
Google Cloud optimally distributes incoming traffic to data centers demonstrating superior perfor-
mance. This method efficiently curtails latency and maximizes resource utilization [129].

In the realm of cloud DC selection, the optimization of performance metrics presents a multi-
dimensional challenge. While crucial benchmarks like availability, latency, throughput, resource
utilization, and energy efficiency guide DC performance assessment, the intricate interplay among
these metrics and the consequences of favoring specific parameters demand thorough exploration. This
section provides a comprehensive analysis of how trade-offs and prioritization decisions associated
with these metrics influence strategies for selecting DCs across diverse usage scenarios.

• Navigating Trade-Offs and Priorities: Balancing Performance Metrics

Selecting an ideal DC requires a nuanced understanding of the intricate balance among perfor-
mance metrics. However, the elevation of one metric over others often necessitates careful considera-
tion of trade-offs that may impact overall performance and user satisfaction. For instance, pursuing
exceptionally low latency might lead to escalated resource usage or compromised energy efficiency.
Similarly, an emphasis on resource optimization may inadvertently affect the availability of services
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during periods of high demand. Recognizing these trade-offs is pivotal for making informed choices
tailored to specific objectives.

• Impact of Prioritization: Guiding DC Selection Approaches

In the dynamic landscape of CC, varying user needs and the distinct goals of CSPs introduce
diverse priorities. The ramifications of favoring specific performance metrics ripple through the DC
selection process. For instance, a latency-critical application like real-time video streaming might
emphasize low latency to ensure uninterrupted user experiences. In contrast, a data-intensive analytical
workload could prioritize resource allocation for optimal processing efficiency.

Implementing CSB policies in real-world contexts presents multifaceted challenges that require
innovative solutions. To demonstrate the practical feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed
method, we address these challenges by harnessing the capabilities of Hadoop clusters, Apache
CloudStack, and serverless computing. By strategically integrating these technologies, we navigate
the complexities encountered during CSB policy implementation.

Navigating Real-World Challenges:

• Scalability and Adaptability: Handling diverse user requests at scale while accommodating
fluctuating workloads demands robust scalability and adaptability. Furthermore, the ever-
changing nature of cloud environments necessitates a flexible approach.

• Optimal Resource Allocation: Efficiently allocating resources, such as VMs and containers, is a
key concern. Balancing resource utilization, adhering to QoS criteria, and considering factors
like workload distribution and server capacities require careful management.

• Streamlined Management: Orchestrating interactions between multiple CSPs and users, ensur-
ing seamless integration, and facilitating data transfer calls for streamlined management
strategies.

Leveraging Technological Solutions:

• Enhanced Scalability and Flexibility with Hadoop Clusters: Leveraging Hadoop clusters
empowers us to harness scalable and distributed computing frameworks. The utilization of
Hadoop’s MapReduce model enables efficient processing of vast datasets, while its intrinsic
flexibility facilitates dynamic resource scaling to accommodate changing demands.

• Efficient Resource Allocation with Apache CloudStack: By capitalizing on Apache Cloud-
Stack’s capabilities, we simplify the allocation, provisioning, and management of cloud
resources. The sophisticated resource allocation features of CloudStack ensure optimal usage,
aligning with QoS requisites and automating resource management tasks.

• Simplified Agility with Serverless Computing: Serverless computing abstracts infrastructure
complexities, allowing us to focus solely on code deployment and execution. The adoption of
serverless platforms streamlines application development, reduces operational intricacies, and
offers cost-efficient solutions.

Demonstrating Practicality and Effectiveness:

By employing these technologies, we substantiate the practical feasibility and efficacy of our
recommended CSB policy approach. Through concrete implementation and empirical evaluation, we
showcase how our method adeptly addresses scalability challenges, optimizes resource utilization, and
simplifies management complexities. Real-world scenarios, supported by Hadoop clusters, Apache
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CloudStack, and serverless computing, tangibly exhibit the positive outcomes of our CSB policy
recommendations, enriching DC selection and enhancing overall cloud service delivery.

In summation, the strategic amalgamation of Hadoop clusters, Apache CloudStack, and server-
less computing provides practical remedies for real-world CSB policy implementation challenges.
Through these technology-driven solutions, we not only surmount obstacles but also substantiate
the workability and impact of our proposed method in practical settings. This synthesis between
theoretical concepts and tangible application serves to advance CSB policy implementation within
the dynamic realm of cloud computing.

8 Research Issues and Directions

Improving the performance of CC through the use of efficient CSB policies has been a focus
of research. While many researchers proposed valuable CSB policies, the field of CSB policies and
Cloud DC selection is still challenging, with many issues and challenges yet to be examined and have
a potential for further development in this area. In this section, various issues and potential research
directions are discussed.

• Real-Time DC Selection

CC is a dynamic environment where users’ requests and Cloud DCs can change significantly.
Therefore, a CSB policy should be able to adapt to real-time changes. Many existing CSB policies are
centralized, meaning they find the best offline solution for the Cloud DC selection problem. While
these centralized CSB policies use global information in the DC selection process, they often struggle
to respond to real-time changes in online mode [130–135].

To date, real-time optimization techniques remain a challenge for DC selection due to the
repetition-based and dynamic nature of DCs. One way to address this issue is to use online CSB
policies based on metaheuristic optimization with a small population size. However, while Cloud DC
selection can be impacted by the large volume, velocity, and variety of users’ requests during runtime
and the evolutionary phase, more effective and efficient use of problem information is needed [107].
In addition, machine learning techniques or data mining algorithms could be used to analyze the data
to predict the needs of the Cloud users, the differences between DCs, and other factors to guide the
search toward more accurate and efficient DC selection techniques in the CC paradigm.

As investigation approach, conducting empirical studies and simulations to assess the impact of
real-time DC selection on user experiences and resource utilization, while the possible advantages are
improving user satisfaction due to reduced latency, enhancing application responsiveness, and better
utilization of available resources.

• Heterogeneous DCs

There have been numerous studies on the selection of Cloud DCs and policies for CSBs. However,
these studies have focused on homogenous DCs. In reality, the needs of Cloud users are constantly
changing, requiring DCs with high levels of QoS [135–139]. Therefore, there is a need for an effective
and efficient CSB policy for heterogeneous DCs, which are often found in CC environments. However,
integrating different types of DCs can be challenging due to security, deployment, and resource
management issues. Even private DCs, which are under the control of a single entity, can be difficult
to manage when they are of different types and run on different virtualization platforms.

As investigation approach is exploring the impact of selecting from a diverse range of hetero-
geneous data centers, which may vary in terms of architecture, performance capabilities, energy
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efficiency, and geographic location, and the possible advantages are resource optimization, cost
efficiency, performance enhancement, enhanced resilience.

• Adaptive Dynamic DCs Selection

There is a need for an adaptive CSB policy to handle the diverse needs of different users in a
CC environment. This policy should be able to adjust the selection of DCs based on changing user
and CSP needs. One potential solution is to use micro metaheuristic optimization, but this can be
challenging due to the dynamic and complex nature of user requests and DCs. Additionally, the
elasticity of DCs requires CSP policies to be able to adapt in real-time [140–145]. Therefore, using
adaptive metaheuristic algorithms to manage CSB policies is an important research area to ensure
efficient and effective DC selection. To meet real-time requirements, it may also be necessary to
implement parallel techniques. The metaheuristic algorithms used in this context should be able to
dynamically adjust their parameters and operations to meet the changing QoS needs of cloud users.
Overall, adaptive management of CSB policies based on metaheuristic algorithms can support high
performance and real-time DC selection in a CC environment.

As investigation approach, developing algorithms that dynamically adjust DC selection based on
changing workloads, network conditions, and performance metrics, and the possible advantages are
optimized resource allocation, reduced over-provisioning, and adaptable response to varying demands,
leading to cost savings and improved QoS.

• Large-Scale DCs Selection

The rapid growth of CC has led to an increase in the number of users, services, and resources in
the cloud, as well as the complexity of workflows. In the future, current CSB policies may struggle to
handle the large volume of user requests in a CC environment that involves managing and selecting
many DCs on the Internet. As a result, research on developing CSB policies for large-scale DC
selection in a CC environment is emerging as a new trend. However, this is a challenging task due
to the large search space and the presence of numerous local optima in this optimization problem.
Metaheuristic algorithms based CSB policies are a promising approach for large-scale DC selection
in a CC environment because they can provide optimal solutions in a non-deterministic time frame.
However, there is still an open challenge in efficiently implementing time efficient large-scale CSB
policies based on metaheuristic algorithms. One potential solution is to use partitioning techniques
to divide large-scale Cloud DCs into smaller units and select these DCs using coevolution [146,147].
Another approach is to incorporate the features of available DCs in the CC environment into the
design of the algorithm.

As the investigation approach is employing simulation studies to analyze how large-scale DC
selection impacts data center distribution, load balancing, and network traffic patterns, and the
possible advantages are efficient utilization of numerous data centers, enhanced fault tolerance, and
effective handling of vast amounts of user requests.

• Multiobjective-Based DCs Selection

DC selection in CC often involves multiple conflicting objectives, as the needs of CSPs and cloud
users can be very different. For example, a CSP may be focused on reducing costs through more
efficient CSB policies, while cloud users demand high levels of QoS. Different cloud users may also
have diverse QoS needs, such as low processing times, low costs, high availability, and so on [148–153].
As a result, the multiobjective nature of DC selection is becoming increasingly important in the future
of CC. Most current CSB policies for DC selection only consider a single optimization objective, which
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may not be sufficient for industrial applications in the future. The trend in CC will likely shift toward
treating DC selection as a multiobjective problem and using CSB policies based on metaheuristics to
provide efficient DC selection.

As investigation approach is developing decision frameworks that consider multiple conflicting
objectives, such as latency, energy efficiency, cost, and reliability, and the possible advantages are
enhanced decision-making by accommodating diverse stakeholder requirements and balancing com-
peting goals for improved overall performance.

• Distributed-Based DCs Selection

One issue with CSB policies in a CC environment is that Cloud DCs are often located in different
regions and may need to handle requests from users located anywhere around the world [154–156]. This
means that it is important to have distributed CSB policies to handle the distribution of user requests.
It may not be effective to select DCs in Europe for Asian users or to select DCs in Asia for American
users, so having a distributed approach to DC selection is necessary. This is not only important for
selecting DCs across different regions, but also for selecting different types of DCs within the same
region.

As investigation approach is implementing distributed algorithms that enable autonomous
decision-making by individual DCs while ensuring global optimization, and the possible advantages
are reduced centralized control overhead, faster response times, and increased scalability as DCs
collaborate in optimizing resource allocation.

9 Conclusion

In conclusion, optimizing DC selection remains a significant challenge within cloud computing
environments. This article has synthesized prior research on DC selection, a pivotal aspect of cloud
computing. Through our analysis, we introduced a taxonomy of CSB policies categorized into QoS
requirements-based and CSP interests-based approaches. We systematically compared these policies,
highlighting their strengths and limitations in a summarized table across various metrics including
availability, latency, throughput, resource utilization, and energy efficiency. To advance this field,
future research should focus on evaluating recent CSB policies using simulators and novel metrics
within each category. Addressing issues such as real-time, adaptive, large-scale, and multi-objective
DC selection, along with distributed approaches, will further enrich our understanding. As cloud
computing, big data, IoT, and related technologies continue evolving, the importance of refining CSB
policies to meet user QoS needs and CSP interests becomes paramount. This investigation serves as a
valuable resource for researchers identifying gaps in DC selection within cloud computing. It presents
a comprehensive overview of existing CSB policies and paves the way for future implementations
utilizing diverse techniques including Hadoop clusters, Apache CloudStack or OpenStack, and cloud-
native technologies like serverless computing and microservices. By refining CSB policies, we ensure
efficient DC selection, contributing to the continued evolution of cloud computing landscapes.
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